
MORE THAN 300 STUDENTS ATTEND STEM
NOLA ROCKET DAY AS THE NON-PROFIT
LAUNCHES RETURN TO IN-PERSON ACTIVITIES

Dr. Mackie and kids watch rocket blast to the sky at

STEM NOLA Rocket Day.

STEM NOLA’s impressive expansion fuels

rebranding to STEM Global Action, a

network and campaign featuring

comprehensive STEM programming and

engagements

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA, UNITED

STATES, July 12, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- *Event

Sponsored by The Boeing Company*

STEM NOLA, a non-profit committed to

science, technology, engineering and

math (STEM) education, launched its

return to in-person programming

Saturday with an extraordinary Rocket

Day STEM Saturday at the UNO Lakefront Arena. It marked the non-profit’s first onsite STEM

event in 15 months after expanding significantly during virtual-only programming in 2020 when

the COVID-19 pandemic limited live events. 

The thirst for this event has

been absolutely amazing.

You could tell that people

wanted to come out and be

out to see their children

engaged in skills with other

children.”

Dr. Calvin Mackie

“The thirst for this event has been absolutely amazing. You

could tell that people wanted to come out and be out to

see their children engaged in skills with other children,”

said STEM NOLA Founder Dr. Calvin Mackie. “The critical

skills needed in STEM are communications, creativity,

critical thinking and collaboration, so to see kids working

together, building a rocket together, and watching it

launch, you realize our children are yearning to be back

together.”

Thanks to supporters and sponsors, such as the Entergy Corporation, Dr. Mackie created STEM

NOLA in 2013 and brought STEM into New Orleans communities with hands-on programs at

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.boeing.com/
https://stemnola.com/
https://www.entergy.com/


Nyles Moore, 7, prepares rocket for takeoff at STEM

NOLA Rocket Day.

Lift-off at STEM NOLA Rocket Day sponsored by The

Boeing Company.

churches, schools and community

centers. When COVID-19 struck, the

organization adjusted and expanded to

digital offerings so the learning would

continue not only in New Orleans but

in cities across the region and country,

ultimately reaching kids in 47 states

and five countries. In the last eight

years, STEM NOLA has impacted

65,000 students, 17,000 families and

2,150 schools.  

In partnership with Boeing, STEM

NOLA provided an exciting experience

to more than 300 K-12th grade

students in the New Orleans

community, who have anxiously

awaited the return to monthly in-

person STEM programming. See video

from the event HERE:

“The number one thing I want the kids

to take away from today is to have fun.

We have fun while we’re building our

rockets. It’s tough yes, but have fun,”

said Jennifer Boland-Masterson,

Boeing’s Director of Operations at

NASA’s Michoud Assembly Facility in

New Orleans. “The other thing I want

them to take away is how important math and science is to build something like a space launch

system rocket, so getting those basics and learning that will get them even more excited to

potentially be that next rocket scientist for us.”

The attendance far exceeded that number expected due to the overwhelming interest from

children and parents throughout the region. During the free three-hour event, students learned

about rocket proposition, trajectory and thrust before building and launching their own rockets.

“I home school my kids, so to be able to find something tangible in the STEM world is amazing,

so I’m hoping they have a good time and learn something in the process as well,” said J.D.

Carrere who attended his first STEM NOLA event with his two sons Saturday. “I just moved from

Los Angeles back home to New Orleans, so to be able to see something like this here in the city

is exciting for a multitude of reasons but just the access for me is the most exciting.”



With their STEM programs rapidly expanding, the organization this month is rebranding to STEM

Global Action, a network and campaign committed to pursuing the advancement of STEM

education for children and communities everywhere. Participants in STEM Global Action

programs receive a unique interactive, hands-on learning experience that allows children of all

ages to deepen their knowledge in STEM studies, gain confidence in their abilities and chart a

course for career opportunities in STEM fields.  Sponsors receive unique opportunities to link

their brands with a mission that is expanding racial equity and creating pathways to success in

communities of color.   

“STEM Global Action will be a hub for our activities and a valuable resource for every individual,

organization, government agency and others interested in expanding STEM education,” said Dr.

Mackie.  “It is where you come to learn more about the benefits of STEM and how these skills can

change your life, and the lives of those in your community.”

###

About STEM NOLA

Launched in 2013, STEM NOLA provides communities in New Orleans, the state of Louisiana and

communities across the country with hands-on fun and education programs that raise

awareness of the many benefits of science, technology, engineering and math skills. The non-

profit specializes in utilizing community facilities - churches, schools and community centers – to

bring STEM education directly to K-12 students right in their own communities, especially low-

income neighborhoods and communities of color, which historically have been under-resourced.

Learn more about STEM NOLA by visiting our website at www.stemnola.com.   

(For print or broadcast interviews with Dr. Calvin Mackie, please contact Michael K. Frisby,

mike@frisbyassociates.com or 202-625-4328.)
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